Fresh u-pick and freshly dried
Sustainable home grown herbs
In innovative arrangements, blends and teas

New for Covid19 times
Dear Herb Lover or Sustainable Garden Enthusiast,
An internship is available with Big Sky Herbs, a local sustainable herb grower who was formally Urban Herbs. The half
acre of 100 medicinal tea herbs and 40 culinary herbs is located in the West Missoula Valley. Interns are needed year round to
work and expand this small sustainable business venture, where both e-commerce and sustainable growing practices are involved.
From April through October interns can help with gardening, operating the U-Pick Garden, Saturday Markets and fairs.
Learning objectives for the growing season would include:
1.

Maintaining and landscaping the sustainable garden/yard area for productivity and U Pick events

2.

Promoting the selling of herbs at the Saturday Market and online

3.

Assisting and teaching during the U-Pick events

4.

Harvesting and helping with drying, making culinary, wellness tea and aromatic herb products
Year round learning and credit is available through helping with this business.

Non Students ARE welcome...We’ll keep track of your hours so you can apply them to any program where they will be
applicable.
Live-in may be available also this summer: interview and deposit required-request details to be emailed
Apply and we’ll set up phone and in person interviews after you email us as above, we’d love to share with you!

To apply:
Write us an email or fill out the contact form ( if you’re on the website page) answering these questions: You
can copy and paste these in your email or contact form.
1)Are you a student or non student?
2) Do you have free time during any of the hours listed in the Spring volunteer info document?
3) Can you commit to at least 3 hours consistently per week? Name the days and hours:
4) What do you want to learn about or do?
5) Transportation is required-do you have reliable transportation?

Mon. –12-3:30 and 4-7 pm
Tues. –12-3:30 and 4-7 pm
Wed. –12-3:30 and 4-7 pm
Thur. –12-3:30 and 4-7 pm
Fri. - 12-3:30 and 4-7 pm
Sat & Sun –12-3:30 and 4-7 pm*
*This schedule is for April. Weekend hours may be altered according to Volunteer Learning Sessions, and the 4-7 pm
hours will be available for those that are trained during the 12-3:30 pm hours. There are additional hours available
from 9-11 am Tuesday-Thursday.

We can take only a few interns at this time so we can practice social distancing. While the weather is variable, we can
have one intern in the greenhouse, one intern in the crafting room, one in the screen porch potting area. As the weather gets cooperative we can have many in the garden.
Spread the herb,
Lori Elliott

